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abstract

Dynamical x-ray diffraction theory can be cast in matrix
form.1 In recent years, an 8x8 matrix theory was developed
that treated asymmetric reflections from strained crystals.2

The polarization of the incident, specularly reflected,'
reflected diffracted, transmitted diffracted, and transmitted
electromagnetic wave fields were all defined as s or p. That
is, polarizations were defined with respect to the plane
containing the incident beam direction and the surface normal.
We present modifications of the theory to treat a and n
polarizations for Bragg diffraction from asymmetric planes,
that is, for polarizations defined with respect to the plane
containing the incident beam direction and the reciprocal
lattice vector for Bragg diffraction. We present results of
this theory for unstrained crystals in the inclined geometry.
In this geometry the incident beam wavevector, the reciprocal
lattice vector, and the surface normal are not coplanar. The
inclined crystal geometry appears promising for use in a high-
heat-load monochromator for undulator radiation at the
Advanced Photon Source.3 As expected, we find a weak ic-
polarization component in the diffracted beam when the
polarization of the incident beam is pure a.

I. Introduction

The 8x8 matrix theory is based in real space. Simulated
diffraction occurs much as does real diffraction from
crystals, that is, an x-ray beam is diffracted if the correct



periodicity occurs in the crystal. A model of the crystal must
be input, and periodicities of the charge density built into this
model result in diffraction. A consequence of this procedure is
that reciprocal space is never invoked, nor is the commonly
used dispersion surface. Given an incident beam, one obtains
four other beams for each of two orthogonal polarizations by
applying boundary conditions at the front and back surfaces.
Although wave fields inside the crystal are available by
matrix multiplication once the outside amplitudes have been
obtained, it is not necessary to solve for the wave fields
inside the crystal. That is, the crystal can be treated as a
black box .

II. Rotation of the axes of polarization

In the original formulation of the 8x8 matrix theory2

wavefields were divided into s and p polarizations . These
were defined as having the electric field either along a'
perpendicular to the plane defined by the wavevector and the
surface normal (s-polarized) or as having the electric field
lying in this plane (p-polarized). However, the choice of the
axes for the representation of the polarization is arbitrary,
and , if we consider axes rotated about the wavevector by an
angle a from the s position, then all wavevectors ¥ (defined
as 8 element column vectors) can be rewritten as

4*a = *FsCOSa + ¥p sina (1)

This equation applies to all beams involved in the theory. In
particular, it applies to c -polarized radiation, that is,
radiation polarized with the electric field perpendicular to
the plane defined by the wavevector and the normal to the
asymmetric Bragg planes, H. The angle a is given by

a o = sin<|> tany / (sinO* - cos<j> cos8* tany) (2)

Here 6* is the angle between the wavevector and the surface
normal, <j> is the azimuthal angle of the wavevector about the
surface normal, and yis the angle between the surface normal
and H. In the same way, a value for a* can be defined as a
rotation from the p position. We note that if y=0 then
ao=a,c=0, and there is no distinction between s ,p and cr, jr.



Given an incident beam, the reflected and transmitted
amplitudes for the eight other beams are obtained by writing
a boundary condition equation. This was originally stated 2 as

+ PstPH'tp + p W l ' t s d + P V ^ t p d = (3)
P ( ^ is + Psrs^rs + Psrp^rp + Psrsd^rsd + PsrpdH'rpd) •

Here superscripts denote that the incident beam is s-
polarised. The subscripts on the right hand side of Eq.3 are
defined as follows: is=incident s-polarized, rs= specularly
reflected s-polarized, rp= specularly reflected p-polarized,
rsd= reflected diffracted s-poiarized, and rpd= reflected
diffracted p-polarized. The subscripts on the left hand side
have the analogous meaning but for transmitted and
transmitted diffracted beams The 8x8 matrix , P, contains all
the information concerning a model of a crystal. A similar
equation applies to a p polarized incident beam. We note that
the amplitudes denoted as p's are complex numbers from which
both magnitude and phase of a wave can be obtained.

In the reformulated case, Eq.3 is written with s changed to
a and p changed to n in all the superscripts and subscripts. As
part of the present work , the complex amplitudes in the
reformulated case were related to those in Eq.3. For example,

p°rod = COSarod ( Psrsd COSaja + pPrsd sinaja) (4)
i ( psrpd cosaja + pPrpd sinajo).

Analogous equations can be used for the other seven
amplitudes for a c-polarized incident beam.

III. Diffraction from an inclined crystal.

In the inclined crystal geometry the wavevector of the
Bragg diffracted beam (which corresponds to the reflected
diffracted beam in the 8x8 theory) does not lie in the plane
defined by H and the incident beam wavevector . 4 This fact
indicates that there must be some n-polarized radiation
produced upon diffraction of pure o-polarized incident
radiation . Results of the 8x8 matrix theory simulations bear
this out. The angle between the plane defined by the diffracted
wavevector and H and the plane defined by the incident beam
wavevector and H is shown in Fig.1 for 5 KeV radiation



diffracted from Si{111) with an inclination angle of 85°. (This
angle was labeled p in previous publications4) In figure 1 the
p angle for the output beam is shown for various input beams
all having p = 0. (The various beams have different angles up
from the (111) planes, which is usually called e.) The results
for lparCTdl2 i the a-in to a-out reflectivity , and for lpamd'2 . the
a-in to rc-out reflectivity, are shown in figures 2 and 3,
respectively. We note that the maximum ic-polarized radiation
that is produced is 35 ppm. We have repeated this calculation
for 45° inclination, and we find in that case an order of
magnitude smaller effect.

IV. Summary

Dynamical 8x8 matrix diffraction theory has been modified
to agree with commonly used x-ray polarization conventions,
and, as had been suspected, for diffraction in the inclined
geometry we find that a small amount of jc-polarized radiation'
results for a pure o-polarised incident beam.

This work supported by the U.S.Dept.of Energy, Office of
Basic Energy Science, under contract No.W-31-109-ENG-38.

Figure captions

1) The azimuthal angle of a Bragg diffracted beam around the
normal to the Si(111) planes when these planes are inclined to
the surface. The azimuthal angle of incident wavevectors was
zero. This figure demonstrates an unusual aspect of inclined
crystal diffraction, namely that there is not a single
diffraction plane containing the incident wavevector, a normal
to the Bragg planes, H, and the diffracted wavevector. It is for
this reason that orthogonally polarized radiation can be
produced upon diffraction.

2) The amplitude of cr-polarized radiation produced for a CT-
polarized incident beam.

3) The amplitude of it-polarized radiation produced for a CT-
polarized incident beam.
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